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**Scope**

These guidelines apply to all undergraduate and postgraduate coursework units offered in the Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences (MNHS) as well as units in which the Faculty has majority teaching responsibility.

**Purpose**

The purpose of this policy is to advise staff on the learning management system required within the Faculty for teaching and learning purposes.

**POLICY STATEMENT**

The Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences requires all chief examiners and unit coordinators to use Moodle (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment) as the learning management system (LMS) for staff and students (unless approved otherwise). Moodle will contain (as a minimum) the following information:

- an approved MNHS banner navigation
- unit information
- assessment details
- resource information (required readings etc)
- discussion forum details
- weekly content information
- a link to the unit guide

All content in the Moodle site must be compatible with information contained in the unit handbook entry. Gradebook must be used by the chief examiner to upload unit results to Callista as part of the marking management plugin.
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